Fluorescence Workshop November 2015 Schedule

**Friday, November 6th, 2015**

9AM: Introduction to DOM- Diane McKnight  
10AM: Ecological Applications- Kaelin Cawley  
11AM: Running Fluorescence- Garrett Rue, Rachel Gabor?  
12PM: Lunch  
130PM: Lab Demo - Garrett Rue (F4), Rachel Gabor (Aqualog)?

**Saturday November 7th, 2015**

9AM: Introduction to Fluorescence Corrections & Indices -  
Kaelin/Garrett/Rachel/Maggie  
10AM: Running Code (F4 & Aqualog) - Garrett/Rachel/Maggie  
12PM: Lunch  
130PM: Cory and McKnight - Garrett/Rachel/Maggie  
3PM: PARAFAC Applications: Kaelin Cawley

**Sunday November 8th**

9AM: PARAFAC Modeling: Do’s and Don’t’s and other things to consider- Kaelin Cawley  
10AM: Building a sample model- Kaelin Cawley